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通告  CIRCULAR 

 
 

Subject: Incentive Programs for MSCI India (USD) Index Futures 

Enquiry: Mr. Wallace Chan (Email: WallaceChan@hkex.com.hk; Tel: 2211 6139) 

Mr. William Y Li (Email: WilliamYLi@hkex.com.hk; Tel: 2840 2107)  

  

Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited (the “Exchange”) is pleased to announce the introduction of 

incentive programs for MSCI India (USD) Index Futures (“MSCI India”) with effect from Wednesday, 

1 March 2023.  

 

The Exchange will introduce Liquidity Provider and Active Trader programs to support the liquidity 

development of MSCI India (USD) Index Futures between 1 March 2023 and 29 February 2024. 

 

Applicants who wish to participate in the incentive programs starting from the first day (i.e. 1 March 

2023) are required to submit their application on or before 20 February 2023.  Interested parties 

should contact Mr Narendra Hegde (NarendraHegde@hkex.com.hk), Ms Emily Huang 

(EmilyHuang@hkex.com.hk), Ms Kate Lin (KateLin@hkex.com.hk), Ms Mercy Liu 

(MercyLiu@hkex.com.hk) and Ms Tracy Zhang (TracyYTZhang@hkex.com.hk) for application 

details.   

 

 

 

Brian Roberts 

Equities Product Development Department 

Equities Division 

 
 
 
This circular has been prepared in English with a Chinese translation. If there is any inconsistencies between the two 
versions, the English version shall prevail.  
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MSCI Disclaimer 

The Contracts are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”), any affiliate of MSCI or 
any other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling any Indexes.  The Contracts have not been 
passed on by MSCI, any of its affiliates or any other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling any 
Indexes as to their legality or suitability with respect to any person or entity.  MSCI, its affiliates and any other 
party involved in, or related to, making or compiling the MSCI Indexes do not guarantee the originality, accuracy 
and/or completeness of the MSCI Indexes or any data included therein.  Neither MSCI, any of its affiliates nor 
any other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling the MSCI Indexes makes any express or implied 
warranties, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose or use 
with respect to the Contract, the MSCI Indexes or any data included therein.  Without limiting any of the 
foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any other party involved in, or related to, making or 
compiling the MSCI Indexes have any liability for any direct, special, punitive, indirect, or consequential 
damages (including lost profits), even if notified of the possibility of such damages, claims, losses or expenses 
relating to any futures or options contracts or caused by any errors or delays in calculating or disseminating 
the MSCI Indexes.  Neither MSCI, any of its affiliates nor any other party involved in, or related to, making or 
compiling the MSCI Indexes has any obligation to take the needs of the issuers of the Contracts, the owners 
of the Contracts or the Exchange into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the 
Indexes.  Neither MSCI, its affiliates nor any other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling the 
MSCI Indexes is responsible for or have participated in the determination of the timing of, prices at, or quantities 
of the Contracts to be issued or in the determination or calculation of the equation by which the Contracts are 
redeemable for cash. 
 


